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**Abstract**

The purpose of this study is to diagnose the business tourism segment in the city of Porto and to propose a set of strategic measures to boost its development and convert the territory into a preferred business tourism destination. The opinions of 28 local stakeholders were collected through a Delphi technique. Results show that experts consider business tourism very important for Porto, as they see it as a (i) strategic tourist product, (ii) complimentary product for leisure tourism and (iii) facilitator of entrepreneurship and business network and a booster of local and regional economy. A number of improvements were proposed to help build the brand of Porto as a business tourism destination of note: (i) more offer of large venues, (ii) collaborative cooperation between businesses to consolidate the sector, (iii) increase the supply of animation, (iv) a strong marketing strategy and building a cohesive brand and (v) increase accessibilities, connectivity and facilities. Findings have important policy implications for Porto’s policymakers in understanding market dynamics and planning their business tourism strategies. Moreover, findings have a broader interest as they offer constructive insights into strategies to develop business tourism worldwide and thus provide important implications for managers, policymakers and service providers.

**Introduction**

Business tourism is widely recognized as an important economic activity. The development of business tourism owes much to globalization. Globalization developed new forms of work, increasing the need for commercial, industrial and knowledge expansion and, as such, is a natural promoter of business travel and professional events. As business opportunities continue to expand worldwide, international business travel also increase (Cazanova et al., 2014; Gustafson, 2012; Lichy & McLeay, 2018; Wang & Beise-Zee, 2013) contributing to the promotion of countries’ local, regional and national economies. Low seasonality, controlled environmental impact, higher revenue for accommodation
and meeting venues, high demand for food and beverage, boost in leisure activities and the relative resilience to economic crisis are some main factors that make business events, in general, and business tourism, in particular, so attractive to destinations (Alananzech et al., 2019; Jones & Li, 2015; Millán et al., 2016; Rogerson, 2015a, 2015b). In 2018, business travel spending generated 22.5% of direct travel and tourism gross domestic product worldwide (WTTC, 2018), being expected to growth 3.1%, annually, until 2030 (UNWTO, 2011). Business tourism plays an important role in tourism-led economic growth (Tan & Tsui, 2017; Tsui et al., 2018). Besides direct revenue impact resulting from the tourist activity itself (e.g. accommodation, transport), business tourism has a direct connection with leisure tourism. It is often found that the length of stay at destination is extended beyond the business event or professional requirements so that visitors can know the region and its attractions. Therefore, the possibility of returning in leisure context or even the word-of-mouth promotion reflects the potential of business events for local and/or regional development (Tan & Tsui, 2017; Tsui et al., 2018). Holding business events, especially large ones, plays a crucial role in the international projection of the country and contributes to enhancing the territory as a reference destination (Colombo & Marques, 2019; Draper et al., 2018; Huang, 2016; Skinner, 2017). According to Getz and Page (2016), events, in general, are important for the promotion of a positive destination image, place marketing and co-branding with destination. This reflects the potential of business tourism for local and regional development and the importance of providing an excellent service to visitors to ensure high levels of satisfaction. High levels of satisfaction usually means very positive destination image and brand perceptions (Ahn, Kim, et al., 2016) and higher possibility of visitor’s return, either for business purposes or leisure motivations. In this context, destination management organizations (DMO) and, more specifically, conventions & visitors bureaux (CVB) play a key role in the supply side through marketing, management, planning and development of tourism destinations. CVB are central to structuring, promoting and projecting territories as business tourism destinations and prospecting and capturing events and visitors (Lee et al., 2016). Always acting in accordance with the regional interest, CVB use the perspective of different agents that comprise the organizational structure, to make the destinations more sophisticated and enrich visitor’s experience outside the business events (Bornhorst et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2016).

In Portugal, some strategies for business tourism development have been presented through the National Strategic Plan for Tourism (PENT, 2007) and, more recently, through the Tourism Strategy 2027 (ET, 2017). Both documents highlight the need to qualify infrastructures and equipment, reinforce the proactive capture of events and the creative development of supplies that contribute to provide memorable experiences to the participants.

Business tourism is a fast growing lucrative market segment. In 2018, 12,937 associative meetings were conducted worldwide representing near 4.9 million business tourists traveling around the globe just to participate in this specific type of business event (ICCA, 2019). Portugal is well positioned regarding value, individuality and a mid-range capacity for conferences and events. Relevant business events have been taken place in Portugal, such as the International Rotary Convention, in 2013, which included around 30,000 participants and the Web Summit held since 2016 and that will remain until 2028 involving around 70,000 participants. In 2018, Portugal hosted 308 meetings accounting for about
113,000 participants and reached around 68 million euros with registration fees (ICCA, 2019). These numbers reflect the important economic impact of the business events. Portugal reached the world’s top 11 and Europe’s top 6 of the most popular destinations for international events. Lisbon dominates as a location, reaching an impressive 6th position in the worldwide cities context upon receiving 152 meetings (ICCA, 2019). Porto, the second largest Portuguese city, reached the 22nd position by hosting 71 meetings (ICCA, 2019).

The case study reported in this paper intends to investigate the potential to attract additional business tourism to Porto city, Portugal. Porto is strategically located in the northern of Portugal along the Douro River estuary with easy access by air route to the world through the airport located a short distance from the city, and road and train links from Lisbon. Porto is the only Portuguese city, besides Lisbon, recognized as a gamma-level global city by the Globalization and World Cities Study Group (GWCRN, 2018). Porto highlights a large variety of strengths including a dynamic business environment, proximity to the Spanish territory of Galicia, favourable airport location, important scientific research and technological development units, interesting and different tourist attractions and activities to enhance business tourism packages, strong reputation as a leisure tourist destination, price competitiveness and friendly people. There is a good offer of accommodations in the 4 star (twenty-four 4 star hotels comprising 2591 rooms) and 5 star hotels (seven 5 star hotels comprising 1305 rooms). Porto has the added advantage of having a reference conference and event venue – Alfândegado Porto Congress Centre, recognized nationally and internationally with the awarding of several prizes (Europe’s Best Meetings & Conference Centre in 2014 and 2015 by the Business Destinations; Best Congress Space in 2013 and 2014 by the Publituris Portugal Travel Awards; Best Congress Centre in 2006, 2011–2013 and 2015 by the Gala de Eventos/ExpoEventos; Best National Supplier by the International Association of Professional Congress Organizers). This venue has 10,000 m² available for exhibitions, reached a capacity for congresses up to 3000 people, for dinners up to 1700 people and up to 12,000 people for concerts. In addition, the old venue Rosa Mota Pavilion (also known as Crystal Palace) was finally renewed and was recently inaugurated under a new name – Super Bock Arena – Rosa Mota Pavilion. This venue has now a capacity to host business events up to 8000 people and is seen as a new strategic venue to increase the city competitiveness as a business tourism destination. Besides venue capacity, it is our belief that other strategic approaches could be followed to attract additional business events to Porto. Thus, in a context of day-to-day tourism planning decisions, we aim to investigate the opinions of key stakeholders in the sector about: (i) the diagnosis they make of the business tourism segment in Porto and (ii) their recommendations to boost its development in the territory.

Literature review

Conceptual approach

In 1991, touristic travel motivated by businesses and professional purposes, in the sphere of tourism, was recognized. The category of ‘business and professional’ was established to classify tourism trips according to the travel proposes, safeguarding that the main reason
of the visit should exclude the exercise of a remunerated activity in the place visited. This idea does not seem, however, to be consensual. To some academics (e.g. Boniface & Cooper, 2005; Lage & Milone, 2000), business travel even implying remuneration reflects the use of the same services and facilities and, as such, should be enclosed in the overall concept of tourism. Moreover, business tourism can be converted into leisure tourism whenever the stay extends beyond the professional obligations. According to Beni (2001), business tourism comprises executives and businessmen travelling, flowing to big business and cosmopolitan centres to develop professional, commercial and industrial activities, employing their free time in local recreation activities and entertainment, including attendance at local restaurants.

Since business tourism is a specific sector characterized by fragmentation and heterogeneity (Abulibdeh & Zaidan, 2017) some authors have classified this tourism segment according to different strands of analysis, activities or events. For Davidson and Cope (2003), business travel can be grouped into ‘individual business travel’ or ‘business tourism’. Individual business travel includes regular and necessary base trips so that an individual can perform the tasks or activities inherent to his or her profession, i.e. travel to the place where a problem has to be solved (e.g. a computer engineer who travels to solve a problem at a branch of the main company). These travels are ‘non-discretionary’ since the travel destination is not chosen but rather imposed. Business tourism includes meetings, exhibitions, incentive trips and corporate hospitality. The choices of the venues for such events are often flexible and associated with group travel (e.g. a group of university teachers travelling to attend a conference). Since there is the option to choose the destination, this business tourism segment is said to be ‘discretionary’. This dichotomy between discretionary and non-discretionary was explored elsewhere (Davidson, 2019; Davidson & Cope, 2003; Ho & McKercher, 2014; Swarbrooke & Horner, 2001). Rogers (2008) does not distinguish the concepts of individual business and business tourism. Business tourism is seen as a sub sector of global tourism that includes conferences, exhibitions and fairs, incentive travel, business events or hospitality as well as individual business trips. Nevertheless, the author recognized that conferences, exhibitions, incentive trips and corporate events or hospitality are the four main lines of business tourism that deserve special attention from the destinations and venues, once the events site may rotate and therefore be an important determinant in the destination choice. Another definition of business tourism, based on the ‘formality’, was explored by Rogerson (2015a, 2015b). According to the author, business tourism mobility can be formal (domestic and international) or informal (domestic and international) depending on whether business travelers will attend an organized event (formal) or not (informal). One of the main difficulties in conceptualizing business tourism is the broad range of business events that can be identified (Swarbrooke & Horner, 2001). This sector is usually defined either as independent business trips (e.g. non-discretionary, informal, individual travel) or travelling for purposes related to the participation on organized events such as meetings, incentives, exhibitions and conventions on the other (e.g. MICE tourism, discretionary, formal) (Davidson, 2019; Rogerson, 2015a, 2015b).

Although there’s a lack of literature on business tourism, recent years have been fruitful in the emergence of studies embracing interconnected perspectives and different areas of knowledge: geography and comparative studies (Abulibdeh & Zaidan, 2017; Ho & McKercher, 2014; Iacuone & Zarrilli, 2018; Rogerson, 2015a, 2015b); economic analysis...
(Falk & Hagsten, 2018; Jones & Li, 2015; Tsui et al., 2018); sustainability (Mair & Jago, 2010; Rittichainuwat & Mair, 2012; Werner et al., 2017); attendees behaviours and motivations (Colombo & Marques, 2019; Crouch & Louviere, 2004; Lichy & McLeay, 2018; Millán et al., 2016); destination planning and management policies (Alananzeh et al., 2019; Almeida-García, 2018; Carvalho et al., 2018; Huang, 2016; Kitchen, 2017; Lee et al., 2016); transport and accessibility (Borodako & Rudnicki, 2014); destination brand and marketing (Ahn, Hyun et al., 2016; Kim & Jun, 2016; Skinner, 2017).

**Destination competitiveness and site selection**

The growing attention that business tourism has received lately fosters the need to better understand how the tourism destinations have been working on this segment. Due to the increasing number of business events being held globally and the growing number of candidate cities to host the events, destination managers have to find new ways to increase competitiveness, especially through innovation and creation of complementary activities that enhance the overall business tourism experience (Colombo & Marques, 2019). There seems to be a consensus regarding the importance of the overall tourism experience when it comes to business tourism and business events (Abulibdeh & Zaidan, 2017; Ahn, Hyun et al., 2016; Alananzeh et al., 2019; Falk & Hagsten, 2018; Skinner, 2017). It is important to pay attention not only to the specific destination attributes (e.g. conference venues, business hotels, transportation) but also to the complementary activities that the destination has to offer (leisure and recreation activities). In this context, Lichy and McLeay (2018) explored the new trend ‘bleisure tourism’ which means integrating leisure activities during a business trip. For Colombo and Marques (2019), the relationship between business and leisure can be even more specific through the combination of different characteristics and activities in the same event, resulting in hybrid or symbiotic events (e.g. a trade fair that encompasses a music concert). Destinations should focus on the ‘uniqueness’ context of the business events (Colombo & Marques, 2019) and provide memorable experiences to the business events attendees, enhancing the brand name recognition (Ahn, Hyun et al., 2016). The development of marketing policies by CVB (Lee et al., 2016) and more specifically, the network capacity and collaborative relationship of local stakeholders (Kitchen, 2017) are of strategic importance to foster the destination capacity and competitiveness. Nevertheless, other important aspects influence the selection of a business event destination. Crouch and Ritchie (1997), in their breakfront work about determinants for convention site selection identified the following determinant factors: accessibility, local support, extra-conference opportunities, accommodation facilities, meeting facilities, information and site environment, potential risks (related to possible strikes at destinations or natural disasters), profit opportunities, association image promotion (in case of association meetings) and destination novelty. Hankinson (2005) indicated eight clusters of brand images attributes from a business tourist perspective: physical environment, economic activity, business tourism facilities, accessibility, social facilities, reputation, people’s characteristics and destination size. Particularly relevant for business tourism are functional attributes such as the quality and choice of conference and hotel facilities. Tsui et al. (2018) found two economic factors (economic policy uncertainty index and bilateral trade volumes) and two noneconomic factors (flying distance and total direct flight seats) as statistically determinants in explaining business
tourism flows. More recently, Carvalho et al. (2018) identified what they called ‘controllable’ and ‘uncontrollable’ determinants of business tourism destinations. Under the uncontrollable factors, they pointed climate and natural disasters, natural environment, physical, cultural and linguistic distance, physical environment building (architecture, buildings and historical monuments), size of destination and cultural elements. As controllable determinants they identified monetary vacation costs, accessibility, accommodation and meeting equipment, country’s information, dynamism of leisure tourism, urban, commercial and economic regeneration, security, opportunities for cultural and recreation activities, degree of financial and trade opening, dynamism of the industry, trade and services, hospitality facilities and local infrastructures. Finally, as recognized recently (Alananzeh et al., 2019), destination attractiveness and competitive advantages are important not only for business tourists (events attendees) but also for investors and buyers of business events such as associations, corporations and public organizations. Many of the business events determinants identified earlier can be found in the city of Porto which supports the need of a deeper reflexion to enhance business tourism development in the region.

Methodology

The overall aim of this study was to explore the potential to attract additional business tourism to Porto. The objectives were to promote a reflexion among key stakeholders in the tourism sector in order to reach to a diagnosis of the business tourism segment and then propose a set of strategic measures to boost its development in the city.

Research design

Data were collected through a qualitative approach using a Delphi Technique. A qualitative analysis was chosen due to the exploratory character of the study. The intention was to extract from the respondents their thoughts freely said about the business tourism theme in Porto. In other words, a qualitative approach give rise to subjective aspects and reach spontaneously unconscious or even conscious motivation. The Delphi technique is a communication method based on the principle that decisions from a structured group of individuals are more accurate than those from unstructured groups (Rowe & Wright, 2001). Indeed, the critical opinion of specialists or experts in a particular area is achieved in successive rounds until a consensus has been reached (Dalkey, 1969; Landeta, 2005). Participants are asked questions without coming into face-to-face contact with each other. Panel participants are not identified to each other during the course of the study and comments of the panellists are always included anonymously in each stage of the inquiry. This process has the advantage of elimination all interpersonal dynamics that tend to exist in face-to-face decision-making. In recent years, Delphi technique has been widely used in the tourism field (Lin & Song, 2015).

Participants

The eligibility criteria of this study dictates that participants should, cumulative, meet the following requirements: (i) have professional or academic experience in the tourism sector
and/or in the specific business tourism segment; (ii) develop their professional and/or academic activity in Porto and (iii) hold a vast knowledge of the city of Porto. After a careful research of the potential stakeholders that fulfilled the eligible criteria an invitation letter was send, by email, to each of the 55 stakeholders identified. Twenty-eight agreed to participate (final response rate of 51%), thus constituting the initial panel. Participants in the panel were experts from seven different areas, namely: four academics; four individuals from business and trade associations, four venues representatives; five accommodation and travel agents, four cultural, leisure and recreation suppliers, four individuals from public and institutional entities and three tourism managers. Their age ranged from 30 to 53 years old with a mean work experience of 18 years. There were 18 males and 10 females and all participants completed, at least, the higher education. Most of the experts (85%) have never worked abroad but all reported attending often training activities in the tourism sector.

Procedures and Delphi rounds

The study involved three rounds of web-based questionnaires, all of them conducted by email and undertaken between September of 2018 and January of 2019. The questionnaire comprises two sections: A and B. The study here presented focused only in section A of the questionnaire. Therefore, only this description will be detailed. In round one, participants were asked five questions (one closed question and four open-ended questions) concerning the business tourism segment in the city of Porto. They were asked to identify: (i) whether they consider that there has been an adequate commitment, on the part of tourism authorities, on business tourism (closed question); (ii) the reasons why business tourism segment deserves special attention or the reason to assign more importance to business tourism in the city of Porto; (iii) measures related to venues facilities; (iv) required support services for business tourism; and (v) required investment in infrastructures. In round two, the lists of opinions/suggestions obtained from round one were compiled and organized. Participants were then asked to indicate on a five-point scale (not important, slightly important, important, significantly important and very important) the level of importance attached to each statement. Participants could also indicate additional items to the list. In round three, the final round, participants were faced with the results of the second round, were there was a tie in the answers. For these cases, participants were asked, once again, to indicate their level of agreement based on the same five-point scale.

It should be noted that the sample size decreased between rounds. From the first to the second round, two participants were missed (sample size 26). In the third round, one more respondent did not fulfil the questionnaire (final sample size 25).

Findings and discussion

Awareness and strategic importance of business tourism in Porto

When asked to express their options about business tourism development policies in Porto, most respondents (22) stated that tourism authorities have not given due attention to this segment. It reinforces the idea that local stakeholders know about the strategic
importance of business tourism but its potential has not been fully developed by local authorities and organizations. Experts were then asked to point out the main reasons why it should be given more attention to business tourism in Porto, presenting three main reasons, all of them considered equally important (Figure 1).

Respondents recognized that leisure tourism is mainly seasonal with tourism demand reaching its highest levels at very specific times of the year (especially in summer), leading to an intensive use of infrastructures, facilities and services for very limited periods of time. As business tourism can attract tourists in off-peak seasons, it is considered a strategic activity to reduce seasonality. Its importance is noted, especially, in hotel occupancy rates which, in periods of low season, depend largely on business tourism. Due to its complementary with leisure tourism, business tourism activity finds in leisure activities ways to enhance the overall tourism experience of those visiting a destination for business purposes. Thus, the business tourism experience in Porto can be value-added through visiting and touring activities (historical and cultural heritage; landscape and natural heritage), leisure and relaxing activities (thermal waters and spas) or complementary experiences (gastronomy and wines). All respondents recognized that Porto and the northern region of Portugal have important tourism assets that can enhance the business tourist experience. Experts also indicated the entrepreneurship and strong business network of the northern territory as one reason to justify the key role that should be attributed to business tourism segment especially in the corporate sector.

The need to improve venue supply

Concerning current venue supply in Porto, 19 participants indicated that there are still not enough venues for the development of business tourism. They were asked to propose...
measures that should be developed in this context. Two main measures were indicated (Figure 2). First, the need to create a larger venue that allows Porto to compete in the national and international market by attracting larger conferences. Second, the need to requalify the existing Rosa Mota Pavilion. This renovation was very recently competed and the ‘new’ venue was reinaugurated (28th October 2019) and renamed as Super Bock Arena – Rosa Mota Pavilion.

**Improvement of specialized support services**

When asked about business tourism specialized support services, 17 participants considered that those services already exist in the city. Even so, some needs were pointed out (Figure 3).

The five indicated support services can be grouped into three areas of intervention (by increasing order of importance). The first (and considered as the most important) area of intervention consists in improving destination business events-related facilities and accessibilities. Respondents highlighted the importance of increasing venues supply and accessibility through more direct and regular flights to Porto. Providing more facilities was seen as a strategy to gain national and international competitiveness. The second intervention should be an improvement of promotion and sales of Porto as a business tourism destination. Experts reinforced the need to create a multidisciplinary sales team, suggesting the development of a professional organization exclusively dedicated to marketing and to attract international conferences. However, Porto already has a CVB whose purpose is,
precisely, to promote and implement marketing campaigns in an integrated way with local stakeholders. According to the perceptions revealed by experts it seems that the CVB needs to improve its performance to be recognized as efficient by local stakeholders. The third area of intervention concerns local tourism animation companies. Not only venues, accommodation, food & beverage and transport systems are important for business tourism in Porto. Leisure and tourism animation activities are also very important to increase destination attractiveness.

**Strategic investment in infrastructure**

When asked about the city infrastructures and if they are adequate for business tourism, half of the respondents believe so. Among those who think infrastructures are not enough, five development measures have been proposed (Figure 4).

From the measures indicated, the need for a new congress centre was unanimous. This result is consistent with previous findings (Figure 2). In both questions, experts realized that a new congress centre was very important to increase business tourism services and better qualify the supply of venues at destination. In this respect and following the pursuit of efficiency, the strategy to be followed should be to take advantage of those that exist, requalifying them appropriately, as happened with the recent inauguration of the renovated Cystral Park (know renamed as Super Bock Arena – Rosa MotaPavilion). With this new offer, it is no longer necessary to build more congress centres of large size, especially not until those are properly monetized.

Increasing infrastructures to foster national and international connectivity was also pointed by participants as very important to business tourism. Increasing the rail network with the periphery was also rated as very important by participants, followed by the need to extent the subway network. This reinforces the importance of having good access and transport networks not only at the international context (airport) but also at local (metro) and regional (railway system) level. Finally, experts suggested
increasing hotel capacity. In recent years, significant investments have been made in this sector, especially at the level of 4 and 5 star hotels.

Conclusions and final considerations

This study reflects part of a wider project concerning the research of business tourism in the Northern region of Portugal and, more specifically, in the second largest country city – Porto. The main goal with this study was to diagnose Porto’s business tourism segment and to propose a set of strategic measures to boost its development. The views of a group of local tourism stakeholders were collected through a Delphi technique. We found that stakeholders consider the business tourism segment very important to Porto not only to attract more tourists, especially in off-peak seasons, but also to promote entrepreneurship and business network. A number of improvements were proposed by respondents that would help build the brand of Porto as a business tourism destination of note as well as may provide guidance to all those directly involved in the business tourism segment around the world. These included more offer of large venues, collaborative cooperation between businesses in the area to develop and consolidate the sector, increase in the supply of animation, a stronger marketing strategy, building a cohesive brand, and increased accessibilities, connectivity and facilities.

These results are consistent with theoretical and empirical literature that indicate location and accessibility, conference facilities and service level, leisure activities and social facilities as critical factors behind choosing a destination (Carvalho et al., 2018; Crouch & Louviere, 2004; Crouch and Ritchie (1997; Rogerson, 2015a, 2015b; Skinner, 2017; Zhang et al., 2007).
This collaborative research with stakeholder’s reflection proved to be important to identify strategies and policies to enhance business tourism at Porto city especially at a time when conference and event organizers seem to change their destination selection. Moreover, this study offers constructive insights into strategies to develop business tourism worldwide and furthermore provide important implications for managers, policy makers and service providers. Typically, large or industrial cities were the main destinations for business events and business tourism. In recent years, the location and shape of business events has, however, significantly changed. More attention has been given to cultural and historical heritage attractions than to city’s dimension (Falk & Hagsten, 2018). In this context, Porto has a competitive advantage since the historic centre has been classified as a world heritage site by UNESCO. As stated by Crouch and Louviere (2004), traditional convention locations of some main large cities with more developed infrastructures have been losing market share to smaller cities and towns in more exotic locations with modern hi-tech meeting facilities. Thus, strategies of competition based mainly on accessibility, infrastructure and cost are not enough anymore. Destinations need to create a unique combination of attributes to develop strong competitive positions and must do so through an intimate knowledge of the factors that associations value most in their site choice decisions (Crouch & Louviere, 2004). The widespread idea that associates business tourism to major urban centres with very large venues, accommodation and infrastructure seems to be outdated. Kim and Jun (2016) found that an unknown city could benefit more than a well-known city by improving the image of the city using event advertising as a promotional tool. Additionally, it has been evidenced, over the past years, a tendency to reduce the number of participants in associative meetings while the number of meetings held continues to increase. Therefore, the proposal put forward by participants regarding the need to invest in new and larger venues should be seen with caution even more as this involve high level of financial resource and high cost of maintenance which may jeopardize its sustainability. Instead of building new and larger congress centres, it will be more efficient to requalify existing venues, which was actually the context of Super Bock Arena – Rosa Mota Pavilion. This renewed venue has a great potential for Porto capacity improvement. Thereby, the overall services related to business tourism in general and to venue management in particular, airport logistics and hospitality management should be seen as more important strategic measures than the capacity level of destination to hold larger business events. To leverage this, the organizations responsible for the development of the business tourism in the city of Porto and tourism businesses need to work together. Unfortunately, there is no evidence that there is collaboration by businesses in the area to develop Porto as a business tourism destination. This should be a matter of concern and an urgent strategic measure to adopt – businesses working together to consolidate the business tourism sector and to develop and implement a focused business tourism message. It is crucial that CVB take effective action in promoting a cooperation between stakeholders and to pressure local, regional and national authorities to develop concerted policies and adequate branding strategies. Even through, there is currently some business tourism promotion in the northern territory of Portugal promoted by regional public tourism organization (Entidade Regional de Turismo Porto & Norte de Portugal), regional tourism association (Associação de Turismo do Porto & Norte de Portugal) and municipalities or municipal tourism...
companies. It is, however, yet necessary to structure this product in a more serious and collaborative way by including other services (venues, accommodation, catering, transport, tourist attractions, complementary activities, etc.) and the joint action of public and private agents.

One key strength of our study is its qualitative approach which allowed in-depth investigation of Porto’s business tourism stakeholders concerns and suggestions to enhance the city as a business events destination by excellence. The results of the study should be, however, analysed with caution due to some methodology limitations. Although Delphi is considered a useful technique to collect qualitative data and to debate complex issues related to tourism planning and development, it is known that some Delphi’s methodological issues remain unresolved, such as the definition of what constitutes a correct panel expert or the best way to present controlled feedback (Lin & Song, 2015). Besides, the number of participants was small. However, it is believed that these drawbacks are overcome by the contribution of this study.

In follow-up research, it would be useful to develop more studies about the competitive factors for business tourism at national level, highlighting the characteristics of each region. Besides, it would be useful to use a larger sample and employ a mixed method study that comprises a qualitative and a quantitative analysis. It would also be interesting to explore the opinion of those who attend business events to draw a profile of this type of ‘consumer’.

Overall, our findings suggest that business tourism stakeholders in Porto are aware of the key considerations that rationally lie in choosing a destination in order to enhance the event. They recognized as important commercial criteria conference facilities and service levels, location and accessibility, social facilities, activities and events. These criteria are an important factor in the decision-making process for destination selection. Additionally, our findings would give insights into the body of knowledge regarding strategies to develop business tourism segment and thus are of wider interest to all those directly involved with tourism.
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